
CS 131 - Spring 2019 - Quiz 7

For each item, write a proper python program. You may use programs from class or our
website as a guide, but may not use a python IDE tool! Write out your answers impeccably
clearly.

1. Write a python program which i) asks the user for a positive integer, n, ii) reads in a
positive integers, and then iii) computes the sum of the first n reciprocals: 1.0

1
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+ ...1.0
n

, and iv) prints the sum.

2. Write a program which computes the first 30 Fibonacci numbers, but only prints out ev-
ery fourth number. In particular, we might calculate 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144...,
but only print out 3, 21, 144, ...
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CS 131 - Spring 2019 - Quiz 7 - Solutions

For each item, write a proper python program. You may use programs from class or our
website as a guide, but may not use a python IDE tool! Write out your answers impeccably
clearly.

1. Write a python program which i) asks the user for a positive integer, n, ii) reads
in a positive integers, and then iii) computes the sum of the first n reciprocals:
1.0
1
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, and iv) prints the sum.

n = int(input(’Enter a positive integer, n: ’))
sum = 0
for i in range(1, n+1):

sum = sum + 1 / i;
print(’Sum = ’, sum)

2. Write a program which computes the first 30 Fibonacci numbers, but only prints out ev-
ery fourth number. In particular, we might calculate 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144...,
but only print out 3, 21, 144, ...

prev, cur = 1, 1
fibList = [ ]
fibList.append(1)
fibList.append(1)
for i in range(1, 29):

next = prev + cur
prev = cur
cur = next
fibList.append(next)

for i in range (3, len(fibList), 4):
print(fibList[i])
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